Elm Fork League Rules & Guidelines
➢ All league shooting will be done per standard rules. NSSA/NSCA rules will apply to all
leagues shooting. Only two gun malfunctions are allowed by a shooter in a round.
Excessive gun malfunctions will be scored as a lost. Failure to take off the safety is not a
legal gun malfunction and will be scored as a lost target.
➢ All ammunition used at this facility MUST be 7-1/2, 8 or 9 shot only. No magnum shells
will be allowed.
➢ Anyone who is found consuming alcohol before or during shooting on Elm Fork
premises will be asked to leave Elm Fork and will be removed from the league.
➢ Each shooter will shoot 50 targets each week. Squads will be assigned to a station
number, 5-Stand, skeet field and will follow NSSA/NSCA rules.
➢ Shooting will begin at 6:00 pm each night.
➢ Skeet teams can have up to 5 shooters.
➢ 5-Stand teams can have 5 shooters.
➢ Sporting Clay teams will have 1 -4 shooters. Team average, -5 targets, will be used for
any missing scores.
➢ Scorecards MUST be turned in to the Pro Shop by 8:00 pm, NO EXCEPTIONS.
➢ Scorecards are to be initialed and dated by the shooter in order to indicate that the scores
recorded are correct. Once all shooters in the squad have left the field/station, the scores
will stand as recorded.
➢ Scores will be an aggregate of all 400 targets shot. If you miss a week and do not preshoot, your score will be team average, -5 targets, for that night and will be added in as
such.
➢ Awards will be given for team and individual scores based upon the number of shooters.
➢ FOUR pre-shoots will be allowed. Pre-shoots must be requested prior to the rounds
being shot, and must be shot with a league member present. Pre-shoots must have the
date actually shot and can be used at shooter’s discretion. In the event that the league is
postponed, pre-shoots for a specific week will carry over to the actual week of shooting.

Pre-shoots can be done any time the range is open, but must be pulled by someone other
than the shooter. Scorecards are then signed and dated by the puller and turned in to the
Pro Shop.
➢ NO post-shoots are allowed for any reason.
➢ Scores and schedules will be posted on the website weekly at www.elmfork.com.
➢ Trophy fees must be paid in full by the first night of shooting.
➢ League fees can be paid weekly $20/Week X 8 weeks.
➢ Golf cart rentals will be $5/person (4 to a cart) on league nights
➢ Awards will be determined by club management. The number of shooters in each league
will determine the number of awards. Normal ratio is one award for every four shooters.
➢ In the case of inclement weather, the league may be cancelled. Contact the range at (972)
556-0103 or check the website at www.elmfork.com by 4:15 pm the night of the league
to find out the status of league shooting.
➢ Any questions and/or disputes will be determined by these rules. If a situation exists that
is not stated in these rules, determination will be made by club management.

